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ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Context – Goals. Fine grained sediments host more than 90% of the global gas hydrate accumulations. Yet, hydrate formation in clayey sediments is least understood and characterized. This research focuses on hydrate bearing clayey sediments. The goals of this research are (1) to gain a fundamental understanding of hydrate formation and ensuing morphology, (2) to develop laboratory techniques to emulate “natural” formations, (3) to assess and develop analytical tools to predict physical properties, (4) to evaluate engineering and geological implications, and (5) to advance gas production alternatives to recover methane from these sediments.

Accomplished

The main accomplishments for this period include:

- Physical properties numerical simulation
  - Thermal field with ice/hydrate lens inclusion
  - Bulk modulus with lens inclusion
- Impacts of supercooling on hydrate morphology in clays
  - X-ray CT studies

Plan - Next reporting period

1. Elastic properties of THF hydrate bearing clays
2. Gas production from hydrate-bearing clayey sediments
RESEARCH IN PROGRESS

Fundamental physical properties – numerical simulation

Figure 1 illustrates the influence of two types of segregated hydrate distribution on the thermal conduction process in hydrate-bearing sediments. Gas hydrate has significantly lower thermal conductivity in comparison to the sediment matrix. Therefore, the heat flow line in Figure 1 shifts to reduce the length of the conduction path through the hydrate.

**Figure 1:** Lenses distribution and the influence on thermal conduction fields. Arrows denote the heat flow direction. Horizontal lines represent the temperature contour fields.

Figure 2 compiles the simulation results of the thermal conductivities $K_T$ as a function of hydrate mass orientation $\theta$. The effective thermal conductivity of the sediments with a single ellipse lens follows the equation below,

$$K_T = K_0 \cdot \cos^2 \theta + K_{90} \cdot \sin^2 \theta$$

where $K_T$ is the effective thermal conductivity, $K_0$ and $K_{90}$ are the effective thermal conductivities when the lens is perpendicular and parallel to the thermal gradient respectively, and $\theta$ is the orientation of the hydrate mass. By contrast, the effective thermal conductivity of the sediments that contain crossed hydrate lenses is not sensitive to the lens orientation.

Results for thermal conductivity apply to electrical conductivity, magnetic permeability, and dielectric permittivity as well. The effect of hydrate lenses on effective media properties re-
fects the corresponding physical properties. For example, the hydraulic and electrical conductivities of hydrate approach zero. Therefore, the cutoff effect of hydrate on the water flow and electric current is more significant than the effect on heat flow.

Figure 2: Effective thermal conductivity of hydrate-bearing fine-grained sediments as a function of hydrate mass orientation $\theta$. Numerical simulation results. Note: lines represent estimations, dots are numerical simulation results.

Figure 3 presents the negligible influence of hydrate mass orientation $\theta$ on the bulk modulus of hydrate-bearing fine-grained sediments. This is primarily due to the inherent isotropic stress boundary condition associated with bulk modulus. The influences of the hydrate fraction and the type of geometrical distribution are much more significant.

Figure 3: Effective bulk modulus of hydrate-bearing fine-grained sediments as a function of hydrate mass orientation $\theta$. Numerical simulation results.
**THF hydrate morphology in clays**

To avoid experimental difficulties, THF is used as a proxy of hydrate formed in clayey sediments (i.e., Kaolinite in this case) to investigate their mechanical properties. Specimens are made by mixing kaolinite with a certain mass fraction of 100% stoichiometric THF solution (i.e., H₂O:THF = 81:19). Since hydrate nucleation in such fine-grained sediments is in segregated form, the definition of hydrate saturation is defined as the ratio of the hydrate volume over the total specimen volume, instead of over the pore volume as defined in coarse-grained sediments. We here show CT results of kaolinite mixed with such solution with mass ratios of 100:50, 100:60, and 100:70 (Figure 4). Note that a specimen made of Kaolinite:solution = 100:50 inherently has the mass ratios of Kaolinite:H₂O:THF = 100:40.5:0.95. Even with identical mixture to prepare the specimen, the morphology and saturation of formed hydrate in kaolinite vary depending on the supercooling temperature, i.e., preferred nucleation at core boundaries under low supercooling temperature in compared with random nucleation under high supercooling temperature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kao:Solution = 100:50</th>
<th>Kao:Solution = 100:60</th>
<th>Kao:Solution = 100:70</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Supercooling temperature 4°C</td>
<td>Supercooling temperature 10°C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 4:** CT results of hydrate morphology in kaolinite: impacts of mass fraction and supercooling temperature.
### MILESTONE LOG

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Milestone</th>
<th>Planed completion date</th>
<th>Actual completion date</th>
<th>Verification method</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Literature review</td>
<td>5/2013</td>
<td>5/2013</td>
<td>Report</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preliminary laboratory protocol</td>
<td>8/2013</td>
<td>8/2013</td>
<td>Report (with preliminary validation data)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cells for Micro-CT</td>
<td>8/2013</td>
<td>8/2013</td>
<td>Report (with first images)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preliminary experimental studies on gas production</td>
<td>12/2014</td>
<td>12/2014</td>
<td>Report (with images)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analytical/numerical study of 2-media physical properties</td>
<td>5/2015</td>
<td>5/2015</td>
<td>Report (with analytical and numerical data)</td>
<td>Additional studies in progress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental studies on gas production</td>
<td>12/2015</td>
<td>12/2015</td>
<td>Report (with data)</td>
<td>Additional studies in progress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early numerical results related to gas production</td>
<td>5/2016</td>
<td>2/2016</td>
<td>Report</td>
<td>Additional studies in progress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comprehensive results (includes Implications)</td>
<td>9/2016</td>
<td>9/2016</td>
<td>Comprehensive Report</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### PRODUCTS

- **Publications & Presentations:**
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
• **Website:** Publications and key presentations are included in [http://pmrl.ce.gatech.edu/](http://pmrl.ce.gatech.edu/) (for academic purposes only)

• **Technologies or techniques:** X-ray tomographer and X-ray transparent pressure vessel

• **Inventions, patent applications, and/or licenses:** None at this point.

• **Other products:**


PARTICIPANTS & OTHER COLLABORATING ORGANIZATIONS

*Research Team:* The current team involves:

- Carlos Santamarina (Professor)
- Sheng Dai (Assistant Professor)
- Zhonghao Sun (PhD student)
- Jongchan Kim (PhD student)

![Diagram of research team involving PI, coPI, and PhD students]

**IMPACT**

Understanding of fine grained hydrate-bearing sediments.

**CHANGES/PROBLEMS:**

None at this point.

**SPECIAL REPORTING REQUIREMENTS:**

We are progressing towards all goals for this project.
BUDGETARY INFORMATION:

As of the end of this research period, expenditures are summarized in the following table.
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